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Springing Forward!
Those in the beekeeping business know that the months bookending the end of one year and the
beginning of the next are busy ones. We enjoyed connecting with many of you while buzzing to
the beekeepingrelated conferences!
We are pleased to welcome new board member Tammy Horn Potter to the Project Apis m. Board!
Read more about Tammy below.
The PAm Board along with our Science Advisory Committee has recently finished vetting National
Honey Board research proposals while managing the migration of their bees to California and the
world's largest pollination event of the season, almonds.
2017 was an impactful year for PAm funded research and forage projects. In the months to come,
we will bring you into the lab and out to the field with project updates and highlights. A summary
of three key projects is highlighted here.
We've been in Hawaii conducting queen bee breeding research and proudly supporting The Bee &
Butterfly Habitat Fund launch of Seed a Legacy, a new pollinator habitat program in 11
midwestern states. Read more about this program below.
Watch for a survey from us in the next few weeks and an updated eNews in the next few months.
As always, we welcome your feedback. Let us know what you want to hear more about!
Danielle Downey
Executive Director
Read More: Danielle's Discourse

New Leadership Joins PAm Board

Project Apis m. welcomes Tammy Horn Potter to its Board
of Directors. A native of Kentucky, Tammy is currently the
State Apiarist. She is a consummate bridgebuilder and
master of bee history and lore. She brings her passion for
honey bees, apiculture education, collaboration, and
pollinator protection to PAm’s mission.
Tammy is inspired by new advances in queen bee breeding,
what she describes as “the heartbeat of honey bee health,”
and the movement to bring more clean, nutritious pollinator
habitat back into the landscape. “It’s tangible. It takes a
longterm commitment. And it’s not easy,” she says. “But if
we get longterm commitment, the land is living again. The
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we get longterm commitment, the land is living again. The
bees are buzzing. Plants are growing. Nectar is flowing. I get
to be a part of it. And that’s exciting.”

Tammy has studied the pulse of beekeeping and beekeepers – large operations and small. “I want
to do whatever I can to build bridges. Bring diversity and a different perspective. This is important
for beekeeping and bee health,” Tammy adds.
Tammy became interested in beekeeping in the late 1990s while working with her grandfather in
his apiaries. Tammy has authored Bees in America: How the Honey Bee Shaped a Nation (2005)
and Beeconomy: What Women and Bees Teach Us About Local Trade and Global Markets
(2012), and is now working on her third book about forestbased beekeeping. She has worked in
the queen bee production industry, in forestbased beekeeping with Coal Country Beeworks, with
surface mine companies to increase pollinator habitat, and as an apiary educator.
Tammy is no stranger to the multitude of issues influencing bees, beekeeping, agriculture and
honey production. “It’s a complicated industry. And this is a complicated time, and there are no
easy answers. We need to be asking the right questions. Roll up our sleeves. Marshal
resources,” says Tammy. “PAm does a great service for the bee industry in lots of different ways.”
Tammy is a trusted voice in beekeeping circles and for honey bee advocacy. We are proud
Tammy has chosen to share her experience, wisdom and leadership with PAm. Read Tammy’s
bio here, and a wonderful article about Tammy published in Bee Culture here.

Healthy Bees, Healthy Business
Many of you know the story of PAm's origin. We are the product of passionate and hardworking
beekeepers and growers who understand our connectedness coupled with the drive and
knowledge of the scientific community  all working together to answer questions and solve
problems. Through research, collaboration and inthefield projects, PAm works to move these
questions to solutions in practical ways for beekeepers and growers.
We celebrate and recognize our supporters  the businesses and individuals who contribute a
portion of the fruits of your labor  you make a difference. Thank you for supporting healthy bees,
sustainable beekeeping, and smart farming!
SUPPORT BEE HEALTH

Seed A Legacy:
New Pollinator Habitat Program
Apply now for 2018

Many pollinators are in peril and the time is now to replenish pollinator habitat on the landscape
where it matters most. This is why The Bee & Butterfly Habitat Fund (BBHF) formed with
leadership and support from Project Apis m., key stakeholders, and the beekeeping industry. The
growing sense of urgency about honey bee health and monarch butterfly populations has created
a unique ‘Moment in Time’ when a broad collection of supporters have come together to support
pollinator habitat efforts and make a difference.
Apply Today!
This year, the BBHF expanded efforts with a new habitat program called Seed A Legacy. The
program is providing free, or deeply discounted, pollinator seed mixes to projects in 11 key states
of the Midwest and Great Plains. The program is currently open to private, public and corporate
lands for projects that will be established this spring. Applications received after March 31st using
the online application at
http://beeandbutterflyfund.org/habitatprograms/seedalegacy
program will be considered for projects in the fall of 2018.

program will be considered for projects in the fall of 2018.

Different by Design
The Seed A Legacy program is unique in how it strategically designs and delivers pollinator
habitat benefits. Seed mixtures provide four key objectives: 1) Increased pollinator benefits, 2)
Costeffective, 3) Establish quickly, and 4) Provide improved early weed competition values. These
objectives are delivered in all BBHF projects and referred to as ‘NextGen Habitat Projects’.
In addition, each BBHF project is established with two different seed mixtures: a ‘Honey Bee’
seed mixture and a ‘Monarch Butterfly’ seed mixture. The Honey Bee seed mixture is comprised
of a combination of legume species (like clover and alfalfa) that honey bees evolved and adapted
to. Those legume species are preferred by honey bees and contribute greatly to their overall
health and honey production. The Monarch Butterfly seed mixture is comprised of the many native
wildflower species that are crucial for the life cycle and health of a broad range of native pollinator
species. While most pollinator use and benefit from both of these seed mixtures, they establish
very differently because of their design and components.
The value of BBHF habitat projects and the seed mixtures used are currently being evaluated in
three research projects that are documenting the ability to deliver on the four key objectives. Early
research results are documenting that BBHF seed mixtures have significantly increased pollinator
value over other pollinator conservation programs that BBHF projects were compared with.

Just like our habitat solutions, our supporters are diverse! The BBHF delivers its habitat goals with
a ‘Big Tent’ approach, bringing together a very broad range of interests and groups that are
working to benefit pollinator species. That support includes diverse groups like commercial
beekeepers, crop commodity organizations, agricultural industry, wildlife conservation groups,
honey packers, conservationists, public entities, beekeeping supply companies and others. In
many cases, the groups and interests working collectively through the BBHF might not
collaborate or view themselves as partners in any other way. But, restoring pollinator habitat is
something we can all agree to act upon.

Our Moment in Time
We are committed to inviting all stakeholders to the table to make a difference. The urgency to
get highquality pollinator habitat on the landscape has never been greater and we need everyone
possible to support planting habitat back into the landscape. Join us!
For more information about the BBHF and its habitat programs, please contact the BBHF
at info@beeandbutterflyfund.org or call 8004075337. Make this the ‘Moment in Time’ that you
get involved!

Peter Berthelsen
Partnership Coordinator
The Bee & Butterfly Habitat Fund
Read More: On the Landscape

Cover Crop Benefits for Bees and Soil

Productive and profitable farming is both a shortterm and longterm effort. Incorporating cover
crops into your orchard management plan is a useful tool for growers to achieve their goals. This
article will revisit the benefits of cover crops. Next month I will present some tips for increasing its
success.
Cover crops not only contribute to healthy honey bee colonies and ensure robust pollination
services for this years’ nut set but also help build healthy soil that contributes to orchard and crop
vitality for the years to come.
The decision to manage a cover crop on your orchard floor can be a daunting task. Adding this
tool to your toolbox does come with its own challenges. There is a required learning curve when
changing your management style to accommodate any new technique.
Building Soil Health
Choosing the right plants can have a significant impact on soil issues like compaction, erosion,
weed control. Cover crops penetrate hard ground with their roots and hold the soil together by
creating stronger aggregates, which also increases water infiltration and prevents erosion.
Nitrogenfixing legumes like clover and vetch can add about 80 lbs. of nitrogen per acre to
the soil.
Recently growers have been facing issues with compaction. As orchards with a high clay content
lose their organic matter, the pore size in between small bits of aggregated soil decrease. This
decreases the soil's porosity which slows the orchards ability to soak up water. Factors like
vehicle weight, tire surface area, and frequency of passes will affect the depth of compaction.
Water, whether rain or sprinkler irrigation, adds to compaction by lubricating soil particles and
forcing them closer together.
Cover crops will restore your orchard. The deep roots of living cover crops create spaces and
channels in the soil which increase water infiltration. After mowing or disking, the decomposing
plant matter will increase the organic matter content which will prevent soil compaction and its
adverse effects. As organic matter decays, nutrients are released and are available to succeeding
crops. Sandy soils benefit greatly from cover crops because organic matter holds more than 18
20 times its weight in water. Just 1% organic matter in the top six inches holds up to 27,000
gallons of water per acre. [1]

Cover crop mixes like this brassica help jumpstart bee colony population and vigor early so they will be
ready to attack those blossoms and set nuts when almonds bloom!

Benefits to Bees
While cover crops influence soil health, they provide blooming forage at the right
time to significantly increase the pollination potential of the honey bees hired to set nuts. Timing
and preparation matter. Planting brassicas like mustard, radish, and canola early in October will
allow them to provide critical nutrition to the hungry bees awaiting the almond bloom.
Growers with early blooming insectpollinated crops like almonds can also use cover crops to
feed bee colonies. The majority of the 2.7 million colonies in the US are shipped to
almond pollination in January, a time when colonies have not had forage for months and are
naturally at their weakest. Although there may be warm days in January and February, California’s
central valley doesn’t provide any blooming plants. Colonies must patiently wait for the nectar and
pollen resources of almond bloom to appear.
When foraging bees bring back the first pollen of the new year the bees inside the colony begin to
rear larvae. These larvae emit a pheromone which stimulates more foraging bees to seek out
flowers and pollinate them. This positive feedback loop will continue if resources are available.
A brassica cover crop mix seeded in the fall, like our Seeds for Bees Mustard mix, will bloom 26
weeks before almonds, providing critical nutrition at a time when it benefits growers the most.
Research shows colonies reared in pollen limited conditions produce workers that forage less
often and are less efficient at communicating [2], which could have a significant impact on yield.
The many benefits of cover crops are smart farming for soil, water, and enhanced pollination.
Seeds for Bees grower Blake Davis has seen his orchards improve significantly since enrolling in
the program. He explains, “Our soils are heavy and can become compacted. Cover cropping with
the PAm Mustard Mix has helped the water infiltrate by breaking up the soil and adding organic
matter”.
For more information on how you can promote sustainable farming and enhanced honey bee
health, contact me!

Billy Synk
Director of Pollination Programs
Read More: Billy's Blog
References:
1. USDA NRCS (2013) Soil Health Key Points
2. Scofield HN, Mattila HR (2015) Honey Bee Workers That Are Pollen Stressed as Larvae
Become Poor Foragers and Waggle Dancers as Adults. PLoS ONE 10(4): e0121731.

We're so excited. We just can't hide it!
As 2018 marches briskly in, BIP has some
new project initiatives in place and some
other exciting ones that we are still working
on.
Welcome to BIP
We are thrilled to have our first fulltime BIP
member to help coordinate all the work of our
technical transfer teams. You’ll see and hear
from her as the year goes on but we are
happy to welcome Anne Marie Fauvel to the
BIP family. She is passionate about BIP and
beekeepers and is a fantastic addition to our

BIP family. She is passionate about BIP and
beekeepers and is a fantastic addition to our
team.
New Pricing Model
We have rolled out a new pricing model for our commercial beekeepers and it is something we are
quite proud of. Thanks to the valuable feedback we have received from our beekeepers, we have
spent the last 6 months creating a model that makes entry into BIP much more affordable and is
flexible. We can now customize our Technical Transfer team’s time to directly match the
operational needs of the beekeepers. Since the main cost of our Technical Transfer Teams is to
put them on the ground, we now have framed the pricing to reflect a service block of time; ½ day
or full day cost. For that ½ day or full day, the beekeepers can utilize the Technical Transfer
teams for training crews, conducting hygienic sampling, running trials, sampling, inspecting newly
purchased colonies or anything else they may need.
Added Value
If you know the history of BIP, you know that we started in 2011, providing data to beekeepers to
allow them to make informed decisions. Based on the clear, overwhelming and loud response
from beekeepers, we are now providing recommendations for our commercial beekeepers and will
be adding annotations to inspection and summary reports. These recommendations will be based
on what the Tech Teams and we are observing, regional trends and BMPs for each team. We also
hope to publish several newsletters this year for our participating beekeepers to inform them of
BIP news, new summarized research, case studies, field trials, etc. We are delighted to begin
bringing all these added value products to our members.
BIP has always been a resource for the industry as an unbiased third party for conducting
experiments or trials on new feed products, new varroa or nosema control products or
management techniques. Our analysis skills are also contracted to study product or management
usage from our annual loss and management survey for interested segments of the beekeeping
industry. This arm of BIP grew rapidly in 2017 and 2018 looks to be a jampacked year full of
interesting trials. This is a winwin for everyone – 1) the company receives high quality data and
help in running the tests from expertly trained technical transfer teams, 2) our beekeepers get to
be involved on the ground floor of some cutting edge products and science, and 3) we get to share
the results of the trials with our beekeepers and the industry.

Gearing up for the Annual Loss and Managment Survey
As soon as there is a whiff of spring in the air in Maryland (sometimes we get a 70degree day in
February), we know that April will soon be upon us. That is the reminder to all of us that we need
to get in gear and start planning our Annual Loss and Management survey. This year is no
different, but we started a little earlier since we are handing off the survey to a new team
member, Dr. Geoff Williams at Auburn University and his grad student Selina Bruckner
and we are excited about this too. Having a fresh set of eyes and a couple of new sets of hands
has been fun for those of us who have been doing this year in and year out for many years now.
On April 1st, our annual online survey will go live to record losses from beekeepers all over the
country independent of operation size. Whether you manage 1 colony or tens of thousands of
colonies, this is your opportunity to record what your summer, winter and annual losses
were for the past year. If you continue past the loss survey and spend some time to take our
management survey, and we hope that you do, you will provide valuable information that allows
us to track those practices associated with reduced or increased colony losses. We’ve matured
as an organization and instead of static reports, we now offer a dynamic management tool to help
you improve your beekeeper practices that is publically available to everyone. You can find it here:
https://bip2.beeinformed.org/survey.
If you want to go back and see what losses were in your state from days gone by, check out this
link for another interactive way to view losses (as well as how many beekeepers participated and
how many colonies they managed): https://bip2.beeinformed.org/lossmap/
Karen Rennich, Executive Director
The Bee Informed Partnership
krennich@umd.edu
www.beeinformed.org
www.bip2.beeinformed.org

Read More: The BIP Box

In Other News...
Read an article about the urgency of pollinator habitat restoration here.
Honey Bee Health Coalition's recently released BMPs for Soybean Growers.
Science Advisory Committee member Eric Mussen is honored by the Almond Board of California.
Project Apis m. supports funding an international consortium of scientists seeking new controls
for Varroa mites.
Bees and Almonds! View the Almond Board of California's new video here.
Read Scientific Ag's latest beekeeper newsletter here.
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F O L L O W on F A C E B O O K

Support honey bee research
and help put forage back on
the landscape!

F O L L O W on T W I T T E R
F O L L O W on I N S T A G R A M
F O L L O W on Y O U T U B E

DONATE NOW

